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ABSTRACT

Children are susceptible to trauma because of incomplete physical and cognitive development. An intrusive injury caused by a force in axial direction results in displacement of the tooth within its socket. Both the primary and permanent teeth could get an intrusion as a result of trauma. Intrusive injury can involve damage to periodontal tissues, root canals, and alveolar bone. The treatment depends on the severity of the intrusion. Orthodontic procedure is one of the treatments that can be done if there is no spontaneous movement of the teeth. In primary teeth, the dentist should check the direction of movement for the intruded teeth. For intrusion of the primary maxillary central incisor that move towards to the buccal and there is an adequate distance to the permanent teeth, then orthodontic approach could be possible. Orthodontic appliance that can be used include acrylic framework, buttons, and elastic. For intrusion of the anterior permanent teeth, operator needsto take notice the closure of the apical foramen. Orthodontic procedures that could be applied are elastomeric chain, multiloop archwires, superelastic flexible continuous wires, or superelastic segmental overlay wire to pull out the intruded teeth. Treatment of Intrusion in anterior primary and permanent teeth can use orthodontic appliances, but the type of orthodontic appliance that is used should be adapted to the condition of the teeth.

Key words: Trauma, Intrusion, Orthodontic procedure

INTRODUCTION

Intrusion is defined as the displacement of the tooth into its socket due to axial force¹ and is considered one of the most severe types of dental trauma. Intrusion leads to the crushing of periodontal ligament (PDL) fibers, the neurovascular bundle and the alveolar bone.¹³⁴ Sometimes a tooth will be completely intruded into alveolar bone, mistakenly assumed to be lost or incisal part may remain visible with clinical crown length shorter than the adjacent non traumatic tooth.²⁵⁶